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Erasmus Policy Statement Limec SSML Unimedia - (E10323403 - IT) 

 

Limec SSML is the new name of CIELS MILAN SSML: a new acronym for a great task Languages Mediation and 

Culture (it. Lingue Mediazione e Cultura) to create future professionals capable of being active citizens. 

Limec SSML is a recognised higher education institution that trains and graduates future language mediators: 

interpreters and translators specialized in the field of research and professions related to the world of Criminological 

Sciences, Intercultural Mediation, Sport Management, Fashion and Brand Management, Digital Marketing and 

Business development, Tourism and Cultural Heritage Promotion, internationalization of ICT and IOT related 

professions.     

What we would like to achieve –  

Erasmus project as a part of a greater vision for internationalisation Limec SSML’s institutional strategy is built 

around the mission “Build bridges between people, to communicate and grow in respect of individual histories and 

for the creation of a new Humanism”. Knowing, Knowing how to design, Knowing how to do, Knowing how to 

cooperate, and welcoming to value are the cornerstones of our educational and training mission. All academic and 

research programmes at Limec SSML are also aimed at developing and sustaining knowledge to support regional and 

global communities to meet the United Nations sustainability goals. International academic collaboration forms the 

basis for projects and practices fostering democratic development and crosscultural understanding and are essential 

for achieving these goals. 

 Limec SSML is an institution with strong academic ties to other institutions on the U.E. reality and worldwide. A 

network created since it was Ciels SSML Milan and over time increased at the level of institutional and training and 

research institutions. During our active participation in the Erasmus programme and international researches in 

Sociological, Historical, Criminological, Linguistic, Politological, Marketing, Tourism Development, ICT and IOT and 

Intercultural fields, we have established partnerships with approximately 20 Institutions in programme Countries as 

well as international mobility and researches cooperation projects with partners in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Cina, 

Brazil, Israel, Canada and Morocco. Our institution has been an active participant in both mobility and strategic 

partnerships projects. European cooperation and the Erasmus programme are specifically emphasised in our 

Internationalisation strategy and will remain highest on the priority agenda for the future international development of 

our Institution. On national level, participation in the Erasmus programme and other programmes funded by the 

European Union is strongly encouraged.  

Limec SSML put the internationalization at the core of its purposes focusing its international strategy on excellence in 

education and the quality of learning results. The ERASMUS network is an important part of the internationalisation 

strategy. Mobility programs aim to complement Limec SSML curriculum by providing opportunities for students to 

experience international education first-hand. 

As a Higher Education Institution specialized in Linguistic Mediation Science, Limec enacts international cooperation 

policies addressed to all Higher Education Institutions offering academic programs consistent with Limec programs, 
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but also to all Higher Education Institutions offering academics programs on subjects of our specialization fields. 

Partner Institutions will be chosen ensuring adequate academic standards for students. Agreements will be made with 

institutions offering similar programs but also with those providing complementary programs. 

By participating in the Erasmus Program, Limec aims to achieve the following objectives, related to maintaining the 

centrality of internationalization for future professionals and citizens facing national, global and glocal challenges: 

1) to constantly improve the quality of teaching and training, always increasing and updating the international profiles 

of study programs; 

2) to establish close links with European institutions of higher education oriented to linguistic and social sciences and 

their application in the fields of Criminological Sciences; Sport Management; Fashion and Emerging Brands; Digital 

Marketing and Business Development; Tourism and Cultural Heritage Policy Promotion; Intercultural Mediation; and 

Development of IOT and ICT professionals; 

3) to enable Limec graduates to validate the skills acquired in Italy with the enrichment of new notions and human 

and social relations in the international sphere, in order to better face the international cultural and work challenges 

they will face as future professionals at European and non-European levels. 

 

 

 

 
 


